Fulfills Block Electives

**Maymester**

HUMAN 4390  Bhutan & the Himalayan Region  MTW  2:00 - 5:00 PM
CRN 35420  Dr. Pratyusha Basu

**Summer Full**

HUMAN 3303  Challenges of Modern Culture  ONLINE
CRN 34593  Diana Martinez

**Summer 1**

HUMAN 3311  Jewish Women of the Holocaust  ONLINE
CRN 35645  Shoshanna Schechter-Shaffin

**Summer 2**

HUMAN 3301  Backgrounds & Foundations  ONLINE
CRN 34739  Dr. Ronald Weber

HUMAN 3302  From Faith to Reason  MTWTF  9:20 - 11:30 AM
CRN 33109  Dr. Benjamin Rossi

HUMAN 3303  Challenges of Modern Culture  MTWTF  2:00 - 4:10 PM
CRN 31211  Ruby Montana

747-5835  jdefrank@utep.edu  utep.edu/liberalarts/humanities